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This article studies the distribution of teacher qualitymeasures across theNewYork
City school system. Because teachers are paid along a fixed salary schedule and they
have the option to transfer schools, this analysis measures the degree to which envi-
ronmental factors affect teacher location choice. Both school-based and neighborhood-
based effects are measured, and both types are significant. Furthermore, this article
finds that the location of the school in relation to the suburban borders is an important
determinant of teacher location choice. (JEL I29, J24, J61)

I. INTRODUCTION

This article investigates the distribution
of teacher quality across the New York
City school system. Because teachers with
seniority are often able to choose the loca-
tion where they teach and salary is paid
along a fixed wage schedule, I can investigate
the degree to which teachers are able to im-
prove their utility by locating to more agree-
able environments.

The theory of compensating wage differen-
tials for quality-of-life factors in location
views geographic places as interrelated bun-
dles of wages, land rents, and amenities with
differing bundles for different locations. If
migration across regions is relatively cheap,
then households, employees, and firms will
compete for a fixed number of sites across
locations, with agents seeking to maximize
their pay-offs (utility or profit) through their
location choice. In equilibrium, wages and
land rents will vary across locations to equate
household utility (Gabriel et al. 2003; Rosen
1979).

If two regions, for example, have the same
exact bundle of amenities, except one location
has a relatively milder climate, then the theory
predicts that this location would have a lower
wage because, all else equal, the milder climate
would compensate utility in exchange for
a lower wage. Studies in this vein have gener-

ally looked at urban wages across regions as
a measure of the value of different locations
(Bloomquist et al. 1988; Roback 1988).

This theory also applies to employment
choice in neighborhoods within a region as
well. Workers, for example, would need to
be compensated to work in dangerous neigh-
borhoods or areas without available parking
or other local amenities. In a special case,
where wages are held constant across a partic-
ular area, one would expect to see an uneven
distribution of worker quality.

In particular, schoolteachers in the New
York City school system are paid along a fixed
salary schedule basedon thenumberof years of
service in the system and the number of grad-
uate credits.Because schools cannot offerwage
differentials basedon thenature of theworking
environment, and teachers with seniority can
transfer to districts of their choosing, I can di-
rectlymeasure the degree to whichworking en-
vironment and neighborhood characteristics
affect the distribution of quality across both
schools and neighborhoods.1

This study uses data provided by the New
York City school system plus other New York
City–level data to investigate the relationship
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1. The New York City school system (district) is di-
vided into 34 subdistricts, which will be simply referred
to as districts in this article.
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between school and neighborhood quality
and teacher quality. Here, three measures of
teacher quality are used: the percentage of
teachers in each school with greater than five
years of teaching experience, the percentage of
teachers with a master’s degree, and the per-
centage of teachers who have been in their
particular school for more than two years.
Teacher experience and teacher education lev-
els are common measures of quality. Further-
more, length of school tenure is an important
quality measure because the longer a teacher
stays within in a school, the better the teacher
will have adapted to teaching to a particular
student body, within a particular organiza-
tional framework, and with a particular cur-
riculum. These measures of quality are not
mutually exclusive.

There is still a debate, though, regarding
these measures of quality because economists
have found mixed findings of the effects of
these measures on student performance
(Hanushek 1986). However, this does not
mean they are not important measures to in-
vestigate. With regard to education, they are
still used by schools, school districts, depart-
ments of education, parents, and policy mak-
ers as measures of quality because they are
commonly accepted labor market inputs
(Ehrenberg and Smith 2003). Furthermore,
the mixed findings on standardized test perfor-
mance does not mean that they are unimpor-
tant in the overall education of students, the
effects of which might not be directly captured
in the regressions.

Though inmany regards, the measures used
here may be more accurately described as
teacher qualifications, this article retains the
use of the word quality, because these varia-
bles relate to the notion that having higher
levels of experience, tenure, and education
increase the level of teacher human capital
and productivity for the school, all else equal.
In light of the debate of the effect of these
teacher variables on student performance,
the results presented here can be viewed as
a measurement of the degree to which teacher
mobility, combined with a fixed salary sched-
ule, affects the distribution of human capital
within a particular geographic region.

Ideally, a panel data set at the teacher level
would help explain the location decisions of
teachers across areas and over time. Using
school-level data only looks at the aggregate
impact across schools, not the decisions of

teachers themselves. As well, this kind of data
precludes investigating the impact of different
kinds of options available to teachers, such as
whether to transfer to another school within
the city, to a school in another town, or to exit
the teaching profession. Nonetheless, using
school-level data can shed light on the effects
of environmental variables on labor market
outcomes. Because each school is an organiza-
tion unto itself, I can look at the effects of both
internal and external features related to that
organization that affect its ability to attract
and retain experienced workers.

The bulk of the literature on the labor mar-
ket for teachers has focused on the effects of
wages on attracting higher quality teachers
(Hanushek et al. 1999). The available evidence
shows that the link is mixed. Hanushek et al.
(1999) find that salary is a relatively unimpor-
tant determinant of teachermobility compared
to other environmental factors that teachers
face. Figlio (2002) finds that whether a district
is unionized affects the relationship between
salary and the probability of hiring better qual-
ified teachers. Stinebrickner (2001) finds that
a female teacher’s decision to stop teaching
is related to marital status and number of chil-
dren, as well as wage. However, Baugh and
Stone (1982) find that teachers are responsive
to not only interoccupational wage differen-
tials but also interdistrict differentials. They
find that the interdistrict salary differential
has a relatively larger effect on teachermobility
than the interoccupational differential.

In terms of teachermobility, Greenberg and
McCall (1974) study teacher flows within the
San Diego school district and find that rela-
tivelywealthyschools (i.e., studentswithhigher
socioeconomic status) have teachers with rela-
tively greater experience and educational ob-
tainment. More recently, work by Boyd et al.
(2003a, 3b) and Lankford et al. (2002) have in-
vestigated the effects of location in the labor
market for teachers. Lankford et al. (2002)
study the variation of teacher qualifications
across NewYork state and find that urban dis-
tricts and low-income districts have attracted
the least qualified teachers in the state. In
addition Boyd et al. (2003b) investigate the
localness and sorting of labor markets for
teachers across New York state. They find
that thedistanceof a teacher tohis orherhome-
town is an important determinant of where a
teacher chooses to work. Furthermore, teach-
ers with hometowns in urban locations are
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more likely to take a first job in that urban dis-
trict relative to its suburbs, and teachers from
the suburbs are more likely to work in the sub-
urbs. This is a problem for urban districts, in-
cludingNewYorkCity, because they tend tobe
net importers of teachers from surrounding
areas.

This article is, in some sense, complemen-
tary to the work of Boyd et al. (2003b) in that
it looks at both the internal and external con-
ditions that affect the distribution of teachers;
however, the focus here is on teachers only
within the City of New York. As Boyd et al.
(2003b) discuss, there is little research on the
geography of labor markets, and this article
seeks to investigate the nature and degree of
teacher sorting within a school district.

Inparticular, after accounting for thewithin
school factors, the external environmental fac-
tors that affect teacher location choices are
measured. Specifically, I look at the charac-
teristics of the neighborhoods themselves:
business and population density, crime, socio-
economic characteristics of the residents, and
the distance of the neighborhood from the city
center. That teachers sort themselves based on
the quality of their work environment and lo-
cation to their homes is not a new or surprising
result, but to the best of my knowledge, this ar-
ticle is the first to directly measure the magni-
tude of how environmental conditions affect
the distribution of teacher human capital levels
within a city and how proximity to suburban
districts affects this distribution.

The measured effects of neighborhood
characteristics on the distribution of teacher
quality measures are quite large, with a range
across neighborhoods of roughly 40–50% for
the three quality measures. The findings also
show that experienced teachers are more likely
to work in schools that are closer to the sub-
urbs and are less likely to travel to the urban
core. For example, for school districts that
are 10 miles away from the city center (i.e.,
the Empire State Building), all else equal, there
is an approximate increase of 3–5% of teachers
with more than five years of teaching experi-
ence. The effect is even greater for the percent-
age of teachers within each school who have
been in that school for more than two years.
The reason for this effect is that a large pro-
portion of New York City teachers (30%) live
outside of the city borders.

The rest of the article is organized as fol-
lows. Section II discusses the relevant facts

about the New York City school district and
the data set employed. Section III discusses
details about the teacher quality measures.
Next, section IV presents the results of regres-
sions that measure the school-level effects on
teacher quality. Then section V presents the
results of regressions that measure the neigh-
borhood effects on teacher quality. Finally,
section VI presents some concluding remarks.

II. THE NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

The New York City school system is the
largest school system in the nation. It has an
enrollment of approximately 1.1 millions stu-
dents, with roughly 550,000 elementary school
students and over 200,000 middle school
students. There are some 80,000 teachers, of
which about 49,000 are employed in elemen-
tary schools. The school system encompasses
the five boroughs of New York City: the
Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens, and
Staten Island. In 2001 there were 34 separate
school districts within the city (3 of which were
extraregional) and a total of 911 elementary
andmiddle schools.2 In 2001, 34.8% of the stu-
dent population identified as African Ameri-
can, 37.8% as Hispanic, 15.5% as white, and
12.1% as Asian, American Indian, or other
race (Board of Ed. 2003; Dept. of Education
2004).

The City of New York and the Board of
Education (BOE) collectively bargain with
the teacher’s union, the United Federation
of Teachers (UFT), over wages, benefits, and
work rules. In each year, teachers are paid
according to a salary schedule, which is a
function of the number of years of service in
the system and educational attainment, which
ranges from a bachelor’s degree to a master’s
degree plus 30 additional graduate school
credit hours.

One benefit given to teachers is the right to
apply for and obtain a seniority transfer, which
allows the more experienced teachers to

2. As of July 2002, the New York City school system
undertook a reorganization plan, whereby the controlling
authority of Board of Education was dissolved and
replaced by the mayor, who chose a new chancellor as
his representative. As a result, the office that administers
the schools is now the Department of Education. The cur-
rent Board of Education only has an advisory function.
The data used for the analysis were collected before the
reorganization, thus when referring to the controlling
authority, I shall refer to it as the Board of Education
(BOE).
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switch to a different school. This benefit has
important implications for the distribution
of quality because presumably more senior
teachers canmove to schools that increase their
overall utility. In general, regularly appointed
teachers with three years of satisfactory ratings
can apply for a transfer. The teacher makes
a list of six preferred location choices, and
the transfers are granted based on seniority
and availability. There are limits to the number
of teachers that can transfer from any one
school at a given time. On average, roughly
500–800 teachers transfer each year under the
seniority-based system (Ballou 1999). More
information about the teacher’s contract, in-
cluding salary schedule and teacher transfer
rules, can be found at the UFT Web site,
www.uft.org/member/rights/contracts/current_
teachers_contract.

The Data

The data used in this article are from the
2001–2002 Annual School Report Card data

assembled by the BOE. It is a rich data set that
captures the different facets of education, in-
cluding mean standardized test scores, teacher
quality and experience measures, and other
school-level information. Table 1 presents
the summary statistics for the relevant varia-
bles, which are placed in one of three categories
to make reading the table easier. As discussed,
there are three measures of teacher quality: the
percent of teachers in each school that have
more than five years teaching experience
(anywhere), the percent of teachers who hold
a master’s degree, and the percent of teachers
who have been in a school for more than two
years. For student-related data there are vari-
ables for race, attendance, immigrant status,
and English language proficiency. For school
measures, there are the student–teacher ratio,
school expenditures, enrollment, the grade
levels of the school, and whether a school is
a School Under Registration Review (SURR),
which is a poorly performing school designa-
tion given by the state of New York. The
sample includes both elementary and middle

TABLE 1

Descriptive Statistics for New York City School System, 2001–02, School-Level Data (n ¼ 880)

Variable Description Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

School Variables

%2YRS % of teachers in same school for more than 2 yrs. 62.2 15.0 0.0 100.0

%5YRS % of teachers with more than 5 yrs. teaching exper. 51.9 12.9 11.1 88.9

%MASTERS % of teachers with masters degree 72.5 13.3 0.0 100.0

TEACH Number of teachers 53.5 22.6 5.0 146.0

DLnTEACH Difference in LnTEACH from 2000–01 to 2001–02 �0.1 0.2 �1.2 1.2

EPP Expenditures per pupil ($0,000) 1.00 0.3 0.5 5.9

%CRI % of expenditures for classroom instruction 60.3 5.2 13.7 74.8

%SUPSUP % of expenditures for supervisory support 8.7 2.1 1.7 29.4

Student Variables

%ATTEND Average % student attendance 92.1 2.2 75.2 97.5

ENROLL Total student enrollment 833.2 386.3 84.0 2532

%WHITE % White students 15.7 22.8 0.0 93.7

%BLACK % Black students 34.7 30.4 0.0 97.5

%HISP % Hispanic students 38.0 26.3 1.5 98.5

%ASIAN % Asian students 11.6 16.0 0.0 92.1

%MALE % male students 51.0 3.1 27.5 73.7

%RFL % of students receiving reduced or free lunch 72.6 24.3 6.3 100.0

%FTSPED % students in full time special ed. 5.0 4.5 0.0 43.2

%IMM % of students who emigrated to U.S. within last 3 yrs. 6.6 4.7 0.0 25.0

%LEP % of students with limited English proficiency 12.1 9.5 0.2 46.8

School Dummy Variables

HG ,¼ 6 Dummy var. if highest grade is 6 or lower 0.69

HG 7, 8, 9 Dummy var. if highest grade is 7, 8 or 9 0.29

HG 10, 11, 12 Dummy var. if highest grade is 10, 11, or 12 0.02

SURR Dummy var. if school is �under review� 0.06
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schools. Note that there is complete data for
880 schools out of a possible 911 schools.

III. THE DISTRIBUTION OF QUALITY

Measures of teacher quality show a wide
variation across schools. For example, the av-
erage school has only 51.9% of teachers with
more than five years experience, with a stan-
dard deviation of 12.9%; the average value
for master’s degrees is 72.5% with a standard
deviation of 13.3%. Figure 1 presents a histo-
gram of the three quality measures.

Furthermore, Table 2 shows how the vari-
ables correlate. As would be expected, there
are large pairwise correlations between the
three variables, but there is by no means
a one-to-one relationship between them.

To demonstrate the importance of the distri-
bution of quality in terms of student perfor-
mance, Figures 2 and 3 show the relationship
betweentheneedsoftheschoolandteacherqual-

ity, and student performance for elementary
school students. The needs level is based on
the New York City School Board’s definition,
which is determined by three variables: the per-
centage of students eligible for the Reduced or
Free Lunch Program, the percent of students
tested for special education, and the percent of
studentswhoareintheEnglishLanguageLearn-
ers program (Dept. of Education 2003). As the
figures demonstrate, in general, lower needs
schools perform better on standardized tests,
and, in general, the distribution of teacher qual-
ity favors the lower need schools.

IV. AN ECONOMETRIC MODEL

The wide variation in teacher quality meas-
ures leads to the questions: what determines
the relative distribution of teachers in schools,
and are teachers going to the schools where
they are most needed, that is, the schools that
tend to do worse on student performance
measures? The extent to which a school can
attract and retain high-quality teachers is
a function of both push and pull factors. A
positive working environment, for example,
is a pulling factor, as well as a short commut-
ing time from home, whereas difficult working
conditions, for example, can push teachers out
of a school. Because salary is only a function
years of service and educational obtainment,
schools cannot recruit based on the prospect

FIGURE 1

Histograms of Teacher Quality Measures
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TABLE 2

Pairwise Correlation Coefficients of
Teacher Quality Measures

%5YRS %MASTERS %2YRS

%5YRS 1.000

%MASTERS 0.659 1.000

%2YRS 0.627 0.497 1.000
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of higher salaries.3 Thus the nonmarket fac-
tors such as working conditions and types
of positions available will determine the distri-
bution of teachers in different schools.

To study the effects on the teacher quality
distributions, the following two equation
model is posited:

y
q
ij ¼ aq0 þ Xija

q
1 þ Zija

q
2 þ nd

q
j þ lqij;ð1Þ

nd
q
j ¼ bq0 þWjb

q
1 þ eqj ;ð2Þ

where y
q
ij is the value of teacher quality mea-

sure q in school i in neighborhood j. X is
the vector of variables that measure the rela-
tive working conditions within the school
itself, such as expenditures, the grade levels
in the school, and so on; Z is the vector of var-
iables that measures the nature and composi-
tion of students, such as race and income, and
the degree to which there are special education
students. nd

q
j is the measurable neighborhood

effect, and lqij is the purely random component
of the quality measure.

Equation (2) measures the neighborhood
component of the quality measures.W is a vec-
tor of variables that measures the neighbor-
hood characteristics, such as crime rates,
business activity, and the location of the

school in relation to the city center. eqj is the
random, unobservable part of nd

q
j : The nature

of the neighborhood effects is discussed in
more detail in section V. In the vein of Card
and Krueger (1992), a two-equation system
is specified to highlight the two separate types
of effects on teacher quality and to demon-
strate the different functional forms for equa-
tion (2) that relate to the quality measures. The
second equation is estimated using weighted
least squares; the weights are the inverse of
squared standard errors of the neighborhood
coefficients, estimated in equation (1).

Regression Results

Table 3 presents the results of the ordinary
least squares (OLS) regressions.4 Each of these
regressions includes dummy variables to cap-
ture the neighborhood effects, and in all cases
they are jointly statistically significant.5 For
each dependent variable, two equations are
presented, and each contains measures of
school characteristics, such as expenditure lev-
els, expenditure composition, and the size and

FIGURE 2

Average Test Scores for 4th Grade General Education Math and
English Versus Needs Level of School, 2001–2002
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3. One caveat to this rule is the existence of a program
to offer grants to teachers who elect to teach in SURR
schools, which are so designated by New York state,
due to exceptionally low performance. Starting in the
2001–2002, grants of up to $3,400 for student loan forgive-
ness and tuition reimbursement. A dummy variable for
SURR schools is included to control for this effect.

4. In addition to OLS, regressions using a logistic
specification via weighted least squares were estimated.
The results are not presented here because they were sim-
ilar to the OLS regressions, and the OLS predicted values
are all within the range of 0 to 1. See Chaloupka et al.
(1993) for an example of a logistic specification. Also note
that because all three equations have the same set of
regressors, OLS provides the same coefficient estimates
and standard errors as a seemingly unrelated regression
(Greene 2003).

5. For example, for%5YR, equation (2), theF–statistic
is F(165, 696) ¼ 1.71, p–value ¼ 0.00. For %MASTERS,
equation (2), F(165, 696) ¼ 1.80, p ¼ 0.00. For %2YR,
equation (2), ¼ 1.65, p ¼ 0.00.
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type of school; student characteristics include
race, poverty, and special education measures.
Also included is the difference in the log of the
number of teachers from 2000–2001 to 2001–
2002. The inclusion of this variable is meant
to capture the effect of teacher turnover on
teacher quality levels. For New York City,
the higher the school turnover, the lower the
quality of theworkforce because, all else equal,
replacements tend to be younger and less expe-
rienced.Turnovermeasures thedegree towhich
teachersare leavingtheschools forreasonssuch
as taking jobs in other schools or leaving the
school system all together.

Equation (1) uses actual values for expen-
diture per pupil (EPP) and the percent of
school expenditures on classroom instruction
(%CRI ). The problem, however, with these
variables is that they are in part determined
by the composition of the teacher workforce
in each school. For example, if there are many
senior teachers in a school then EPP and
%CRI will be relatively large, merely due to
salary expenditures.

Because of the lack of suitable instruments
for EPP and %CRI, proxy variables are used
by removing that part of each variable that is
due to salary expenditures. To do this, we have
the following regression functions:

EPP ¼ a0 þ a1ð%5YRSÞ þ a2ð%MASTERSÞ
þ a3ð%2YRSÞ þ a4ð%LICÞ þ eEPP;

%CRI ¼ a0 þ a1ð%5YRSÞ þ a2ð%MASTERSÞ
þ a3ð%2YRSÞ þ a4ð%LICÞ þ e%CRI :

%LIC is the percentage of teachers in each
school that have full New York State teaching
licenses. The residuals, eEPP ¼ êEPP ande%CRI ¼ ê%CRI ; are used to measure that
part of these variables that remain after
taking into account the salary effect.6 Because
I only have the percentages of teachers who
have more than five years experience, he can-
not capture the effect of different levels of ex-
perience on spending. This may be important
because salaries tend to rise relatively
dramatically as teachers acquire more years
of service.

%5YRS

In general, the variables in the regressions
have the expected signs. Just to review
a few, one can see that expenditures per pupil
and percent attendance have positive effects.
Furthermore, lower grade schools tend to
have more teachers with experience compared
to the intermediate grades. Interestingly, the
percent male and percent supervisory support

FIGURE 3

Average Teacher Quality Measures Versus Needs Level of School, 2001–2002
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6. The OLS equations are:

bEPP ¼ 0:96

ð0:06Þ
þ 0:0015

ð0:001Þ
ð%5YRSÞ � 0:012

ð0:001Þ
ð%MASTERSÞ

� 0:0002

ð0:008Þ
ð%2YRSÞ þ 0:01

ð0:001Þ
ð%LICÞ;

R2 ¼ 0:10;N ¼ 880:

b%CRI ¼ 56:4

ð1:2Þ
þ 0:02

ð0:02Þ
ð%5YRSÞ � 0:04

ð0:10Þ
ð%MASTERSÞ

þ 0:05

ð0:015Þ
ð%2YRSÞ þ 0:03

ð0:02Þ
ð%LICÞ;

R2 ¼ 0:03;N ¼ 880: Standard errors below estimates.
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have negative effects. As expected, the teacher

turnover effect is negative. The interpretation

of the attendance coefficient should be made

with caution, though, because of a possible en-

dogenous relationship with the teacher quality

measures.

%MASTERS

Looking at the percentage of teachers with
master’s degrees shows some similarities as the
experience equation. Expenditures per pupil
and attendance are both positive. Intermedi-
ate and high school grades have a harder time

TABLE 3

Zip Code Dummies Included in All Regressions. Standard Errors Below Estimates.

%5YRS %MASTERS %2YRS

Variable (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)

EPP 4.07
(2.3)*

1.38
(2.0)

3.49
(2.6)eEPP 6.40

(2.3)***
14.60
(2.0)***

8.58
(2.6)***

%CRI 0.36
(0.09)***

0.23
(0.08)***

0.28
(0.10)***e%CRI 0.12

(0.09)
0.08
(0.08)

�0.07
(0.10)

%SUPSUP �0.77
(0.24)***

�0.78
(0.25)***

�0.33
(0.21)

�0.42
(0.20)**

�0.58
(0.27)**

�0.59
(0.27)**

ln (TEACH) 2.25
(2.97)

1.12
(2.96)

7.65
(2.58)***

�0.16
(2.47)

14.24
(3.36)***

11.29
(3.32)***

D ln TEACH �11.65
(2.69)***

�11.54
(2.71)***

�10.29
(2.33)***

�7.01
(2.26)***

�29.62
(3.04)***

�28.61
(3.03)***

ln (ENROLL) 0.98
(2.87)

3.07
(2.84)

�6.84
(2.49)***

2.59
(2.37)

�6.11
(3.24)*

�1.75
(3.19)

SURR 0.63
(1.66)

1.06
(1.67)

5.82
(1.44)***

6.10
(1.39)***

�1.86
(1.87)

�1.36
(1.87)

HG 7, 8, 9 �3.33
(0.98)***

�3.18
(0.99)***

�6.76
(0.85)***

�6.22
(0.82)***

�8.06
(1.11)***

�7.65
(1.11)***

HG 10, 11, 12 0.13
(3.69)

�0.04
(3.72)

�7.37
(3.20)***

�7.71
(3.10)**

7.04
(4.17)*

6.69
(4.17)*

%FTSPED 0.28
(0.13)**

0.10
(0.14)

�0.09
(0.12)

�0.46
(0.11)***

�0.14
(0.15)

�0.43
(0.15)***

%LEP �0.11
(0.09)

�0.09
(0.09)

�0.20
(0.08)***

�0.21
(0.08)***

�0.14
(0.10)

�0.11
(0.10)

%IMM 0.27
(0.14)*

0.28
(0.14)***

0.44
(0.12)***

0.49
(0.12)***

0.09
(0.16)

0.11
(0.16)

%ATTEND 0.50
(0.28)*

0.50
(0.28)*

0.75
(0.24)***

0.70
(0.23)***

0.91
(0.32)***

0.89
(0.32)***

%RFL �0.02
(0.03)

�0.02
(0.03)

�0.05
(0.03)*

�0.05
(0.03)*

0.07
(0.04)*

0.07
(0.04)*

%BLACK �0.14
(0.04)***

�0.14
(0.04)***

�0.12
(0.03)***

�0.11
(0.03)***

�0.15
(0.04)***

�0.14
(0.04)***

%HISP �0.10
(0.05)**

�0.10
(0.05)**

�0.08
(0.04)**

�0.08
(0.04)**

�0.12
(0.05)**

�0.12
(0.05)**

%ASIAN �0.03
(0.06)

�0.02
(0.06)

�0.01
(0.05)

0.00
(0.05)

�0.07
(0.06)

�0.07
(0.06)

%MALE �0.40
(0.15)***

�0.39
(0.15)***

�0.51
(0.13)***

�0.65
(0.13)

�0.06
(0.17)

�0.07
(0.17)

CONSTANT 1.07
(30.51)

17.49
(30.38)

44.27
(26.45)*

41.16
(25.30)*

�40.64
(34.48)

�34.68
(34.02)

N 880 880 880 880 880 880

R2 0.51 0.50 0.65 0.67 0.53 0.54
�R2 0.38 0.37 0.56 0.59 0.41 0.41

*Sig. at 90% level, **Sig. at 95% level, ***Sig. at 99% level.
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keeping teachers with a master’s degree.
Increases in limited English proficiency stu-
dents shows a reduction in master’s teachers,
similarly for the amount spent on supervisory
support. Master’s teachers, though, are more
likely to be in SURR schools. Because SURR
schools specifically recruit fully licensed teach-
ers and master’s teachers are also likely to be
fully licenced (the correlation between across
schools is 0.82), this coefficient may also be
capturing this effect. Interestingly, the mas-
ter’s and teacher tenure equations have
a higher effect for attendance than for experi-
ence. As with experience, master’s teachers are
positively related to the number of immigrant
students.

%2YRS

To highlight a few results, one can see that
attendance is also positive. Interestingly, being
a lower grade school increases the tenure rate
compared to schools with intermediate grades,
but schools with higher grades have a positive
effect on tenure rates. Contrary to expecta-
tions, poverty, as measured by the reduced
and free lunch rate, appears to be a small
and positive determinant of teacher tenure,
whereas there is no apparent effect on experi-
ence, and it is negative for master’s teachers.
Tenure rates appear to be lower in schools with
large full-time special education populations.

V. NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS

In this section, the analysis turns to themea-
surement of the neighborhood effects. In each
of the regressions presented in Table 3, dummy
variables for each of the zip codes were in-
cluded to control for the neighborhood factors
that affect the distribution of teacher quality.
Here these effects are studied in more detail
to see how they influence this distribution. If
teachers have a choice of where to locate,
and they are not compensated for working
in worse neighborhoods, then one is likely to
see higher quality teachers working in better
neighborhoods, all else equal. Tables 4 and 5
give the information and summary statistics
for the neighborhood variables. For each of
the three dependent variables, nd

q
j , q ¼

f%5YRS, %MASTERS, %2YRSg, the esti-
mates from the second equation for each vari-

able fromTable 3 are used.Note that inTable 5
the variation in the measured neighborhood
effect is quite large. For example, the range
for experience is 39.43%, 37.78% for master’s
teachers, and 48.29% for tenure.

Here the I use a zip code area as ameasure of
a neighborhood. The average neighborhood is
1.7 square miles, with a standard deviation of
1.6 square miles. Seventy-five percent of zip
codes are two square miles or less. The average
zip code has a population of 49,391, with
a standard deviation of 25,242 persons. Fur-
thermore, on average there are 4.1 elementary
schools per zip code, with a standard deviation
of 2.5.

The measure of the degree of poverty in the
neighborhood is the number ofAid toFamilies
with Dependent Children (AFDC) recipients
per 10,000 residents. As a measure of distance,
I use the location of the neighborhood relative
to the center of the city, that is, the Empire
State Building. This measure is important
due to the fact that of the over 80,000 teachers
in the New York City school system, roughly
24,000, approximately 30%, reside outside of
the borders of the City of New York (Human
Resources, 2004). The distance of neighbor-
hood (zip code) j is calculated using the Euclid-
ean distance formula,

dj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðlatj � latESBÞ2 þ ðlongj � longESBÞ2

q
;

where latj is the degrees latitude of neighbor-
hood j, and longj is the degrees longitude. The
Empire State Building has its own zip code,
10118. Given the location of New York City
on the planet, 1� latitude is about 52 miles
and 1� longitude is about 69 miles.

Business density (thousands of businesses
per square mile) is included to measure the
economic activity of a neighborhood, as well
as congestion. Also included is the number
of violent crimes committed per 10,000 youths
between the ages of 10 and 20, and the racial
make-up of the residents.

Two other neighborhood quality measures
are included: the percent of residents that use
public transportation to commute to work,
and the percent of residents 16 or older in
white-collar employment, which is the per-
centage of residents in one of three major cen-
sus categories: information; finance, insurance
and real estate, rental and leasing; and profes-
sional, scientific, management, administrative
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and waste management services.7 These cate-
gories are meant to capture the degree to
which a neighborhood is comprised of middle-
and upper-class professionals. Public trans-
portation use is included to capture both
access to the neighborhood via public trans-
portation, and as a measure of the type of res-
idents that live there, because presumably
public transportation is an inferior good,
and, therefore, usage rates are another mea-
sure of socio-economic status. Tables 6 to 8
present the regression results.8

Discussion of Results

%5YRS-ND. For %5YRS-ND I have four
regression models. Equation (1) looks at the
neighborhood effects without controlling for
the borough. Equations (2) through (4) in-
clude dummy variables for the boroughs (with
the Bronx as the base group).

In equation (3), one can see a negative and
significant coefficient on business density and
a positive interaction effect between the pov-
erty measure and business density. However,
even with the positive interaction effect, busi-
ness density has a negative effect. This indi-
cates that all else equal, high business density
is seen as a negative. This may be for two pos-
sible reasons: high density means higher traffic
congestion, and further more, high-density
neighborhoods are generally more expensive
to live and shop in, making them relatively less
attractive.

TABLE 4

Neighborhood Data By Zip Code for New York City

Variable Description Source

%5YRS-NDa Neighborhood effect Section 3

%2YRS-NDa Neighborhood effect Section 3

%MASTERS-NDa Neighborhood effect Section 3

ELEM SCHOOLS # of elementary schools NYC DOE Report Card Data

VCRIMES Violent crimes per 10,000 youths 10–20, 1998 NY Ofc. Alc. & Subs. Abuse Srvcs.

DISTANCE Distance in degrees from Empire State Bldg. U.S. Census Bureau

LATITUDE Degrees Latitude U.S. Census Bureau

LONGITUDE Degrees Longitude U.S. Census Bureau

AFDC AFDC recipients per 10,000 residents, 1997 NY Ofc. Alc. & Subs. Abuse Srvcs.

AREA Square Miles U.S. Census Bureau

POPULATION # of residents U.S. Census Bureau

POPDENSE Thousands of people per square mile, 2000 U.S. Census Bureau

BIZDENSE Thousands of business per square mile, 1997 U.S. Census Bureau

%WHITE COLL % of residents in ‘‘white collar’’ professions, 2000b U.S. Census Bureau

%PUBTRANS % of residents that commute via pub. trans., 2000 U.S. Census Bureau

%WHITE % of White residents, 2000 U.S. Census Bureau

%BLACK % of Black residents, 2000 U.S. Census Bureau

%ASIAN % of Asian residents, 2000 U.S. Census Bureau

%NATAM % of Native American residents, 2000 U.S. Census Bureau

%HISP % of Hispanic residents, 2000 U.S. Census Bureau

BRONX Dummy var. for the Bronx

BROOKLYN Dummy var. for Brooklyn

MANHATTAN Dummy var. for Manhattan

QUEENS Dummy var. for Queens

STATEN ISLAND Dummy var. for Staten Island

aZip code 10001 is the base zip code.
b‘‘White Collar’’ professions are Information; Finance, Insurance and Real Estate; Professional, Scientific, Manage-

ment, Administrative, and Waste Management Services.

7. The 2000 Census Summary File 3, table P49, lists 13
job categories: agriculture, construction, manufacturing,
wholesale trade, retail trade, transportation, information,
finance and real estate, professional and management,
education and social services, arts and recreation, other
services, and public administration. The white-collar cat-
egories were chosen by the author.

8. Note that in the first-stage regression there are 169
zip code neighborhoods; this is reduced to 151 in the
second stage due to lack of data for 18 zip codes.
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Equation (4) includes the population den-
sity of the neighborhoods. The reason this is
included is to test whether the distance vari-
able is really a proxy for population density,
because density tends to diminish farther away
from the city center. Looking at all four equa-
tions, one can see that the distance measure is
statistically significant and positive, indicating
that teachers with greater experience prefer to
work closer to the suburbs all else equal. In-
cluding population density has very little effect
on the distance coefficient.

In equation (4), one can see that a 1� change
from the city center is associated with a 25.5%
increase in the percentage of teachers with
more than five years experience. For example,
the northmost neighborhood in the Bronx, zip
code 10466, is 0.207� from the Empire State
Building, which is about 16 miles away. Thus,
for this neighborhood, I would predict an

increase in teacher experience by 5.3%. The
easternmost zip code in Queens, 11004, is
0.287� from the city center, which is about
16.7 miles away. This translates into a 7.3%
increase of teachers with more than five years
experience.

The variable for crime does not appear to be
a significant determinant of neighborhood
choice, though racial variables do seem to be
important.9 Finally, one can see that neighbor-
hoodswith a largewhite-collar presence attract
teachers, while interestingly neighborhoods

TABLE 5

Descriptive Statistics for Zip Code Data. # obs ¼ 155
(152 for AFDC and 153 for VCRIMES)

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Neighborhood Effects

%5YRS-ND 8.06 7.20 �14.36 25.07

%MASTERS-ND �2.99 5.97 �23.72 14.06

%2YRS-ND 0.12 7.43 �29.23 19.06

Geography Variables

DISTANCE 0.14 0.07 0.01 0.34

LATITUDE 40.72 0.09 40.51 40.90

LONGITUDE �73.91 0.10 �74.24 �73.70

AREA 1.72 1.57 0.117 11.99

BIZDENSE 0.62 1.24 0.025 7.30

ELEM SCHOOLS 4.1 2.5 1.00 14.0

Population Variables

POPULATION 49,391 25,242 3,143 106,154

POPDENSE 42.64 30.04 1.25 152.39

VCRIME 33.20 33.17 0.00 325.20

ADFC 741.23 675.95 8.52 2582.91

%WHITE COLL 26.69 8.87 16.06 66.82

%PUBTRANS 51.87 15.37 14.12 77.65

%WHITE 46.60 27.63 1.74 95.33

%BLACK 25.95 28.39 0.26 93.45

%HISP 24.85 20.02 3.51 79.55

%ASIAN 9.86 10.64 0.39 53.93

%NAT AM 0.49 0.37 0.02 1.74

Borough Dummies

BRONX 0.15

BROOKLYN 0.23

MANHATTAN 0.18

QUEENS 0.35

STATEN ISLAND 0.08

9. Note that the raw correlation coefficient between
PCRIME and AFDCPERCAP is 0.375, which would sug-
gest there is not a multicollinearity problem between the
two.Inaddition,because there isno informationontherace
of the teachers, I can’t measure the relationship between
the race of the teachers and the racial composition of the
neighborhoods, but it would seem likely that teachers are
attracted to neighborhoods that have a high proportion
of residents that are the same race, all else equal.
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withhighpublic transportationuse repel teach-
ers. This is probably due to the fact that public
transportation use is more common in older,
more built-up neighborhoods, where conges-
tion and lack of off-street parking may be
a problem, as well as the fact that residents tha-
t use public transportation are more likely to
be of lower socioeconomic status.10

%MASTERS-ND. For the %MASTERS-ND
equations, the poverty measure, the Staten
Island dummy, and%ASIAN have statistically
significant effects. Interaction effects are not
significant, and distance, though positive, does
not appear to be a large factor in neighborhood
choice. Business density coefficients, though
negative, are not statistically significant. Fur-
thermore, employment composition, popula-
tion density, and public transportation use do
not seem to be significant determinants. The

TABLE 6

The Dependent Variable is the Estimated Neighborhood Effect from Section IV.
Estimates obtained using weighted least squares; weights were the inverse of the square

of the standard errors of the dependent variable. Standard errors are below estimates.

Dep. Var: %5YRS-ND

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

AFDC 0.001
(0.002)

�0.0001
(0.002)

�0.001
(0.002)

�0.001
(0.002)

BIZDENSE �2.25
(0.6)***

�2.07
(0.6)***

�3.65
(0.8)***

�3.61
(0.8)***

DISTANCE 15.53
(14.08)***

26.14
(15.2)*

25.49
(14.9)*

25.52
(14.9)*

VCRIMES �0.01
(0.02)

�0.005
(0.02)

�0.005
(0.02)

�0.005
(0.02)

%WHITE COLL 0.38
(0.11)***

0.36
(0.11)***

0.44
(0.11)***

0.43
(0.12)***

%PUBTRANS �0.15
(0.07)**

�0.11
(0.07)*

�0.13
(0.07)**

�0.12
(0.08)

%BLACK 0.07
(0.03)**

0.09
(0.03)***

0.095
(0.03)***

0.09
(0.03)***

%HISP 0.03
(0.06)

0.08
(0.06)*

0.08
(0.06)

0.07
(0.06)

%ASIAN 0.24
(0.06)***

0.27
(0.07)***

0.30
(0.06)***

0.30
(0.06)***

%NAT AM 2.15
(2.7)

1.64
(2.7)

1.40
(2.6)

0.89
(2.6)

BROOKLYN 3.44
(1.8)*

2.98
(1.8)*

2.88
(1.8)

MANHATTAN 3.34
(2.1)

3.83
(2.0)*

4.02
(2.1)*

QUEENS 1.47
(1.8)

0.623
(1.7)

0.55
(1.7)

STATEN ISLAND 6.15
(2.4)***

5.12
(2.3)**

5.08
(2.4)**

AFDC � BIZDENSE 0.003
(0.001)***

0.003
(0.001)**

POPDENSE �0.01
(0.03)

CONSTANT �1.14
(5.75)

�7.76
(6.3)

�8.22
(6.1)

�8.11
(6.1)

N 151 151 151 151

R2 0.30 0.35 0.39 0.39
�R2 0.25 0.28 0.32 0.31

*Sig. at 90% level, **Sig. at 95% level, ***Sig. at 99% level.

10. The correlation coefficient between %PUB
TRANS and AFDC is 0.481.
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results of this equation probably reflect the fact
that teachers with master’s degrees will often
specialize in a subfield, such as reading, bilin-
gual education, or special education, and will
bemore likely to go to those districts with these
needs.

%2YRS-ND. The %2YRS-ND equations
show similar results as the %5YRS-ND equa-
tions. The distance variable is even larger than
in the %5YRS-ND equations. Using equation

(4) Iwould predict, for example, that the north-
most neighborhood in the Bronx, zip code
10466, would have about 6% more teachers
who have been in their schools for more than
two years, all else equal, than in the center city.
For the easternmost neighborhood in Queens,
thepredictionwouldbe about 8.2%. Ingeneral,
populationdensity, race (except%ASIAN) and
crime do not appear to be significant; business
density, employment composition, and public
transportation use are significant.

TABLE 7

The Dependent Variable is the Estimated Neighborhood Effect from Section IV.
Estimates obtained using weighted least squares; weights were the inverse of the square

of the standard errors of the dependent variable. Standard errors are below estimates.

Dep. Var: %MASTERS-ND

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

AFDC �0.002
(0.001)*

�0.003
(0.001)**

�0.003
(0.001)**

�0.003
(0.001)**

BIZDENSE �0.28
(0.5)

�0.18
(0.5)

�0.70
(0.6)

�0.73
(0.7)

DISTANCE 13.98
(12.3)

9.64
(12.4)

9.42
(12.3)

9.40
(12.4)

VCRIMES 0.005
(0.02)

0.001
(0.02)

0.001
(0.02)

0.002
(0.02)

%WHITE COLL 0.18
(0.09)**

0.08
(0.09)

0.12
(0.09)

0.12
(0.10)

%PUBTRANS �0.10
(0.6)*

�0.01
(0.06)

�0.02
(0.06)

�0.02
(0.06)

%BLACK 0.0001
(0.03)

0.01
(0.03)

0.01
(0.03)

0.01
(0.03)

%HISP 0.073
(0.05)

0.07
(0.05)

0.07
(0.05)

0.07
(0.05)

%ASIAN 0.082
(0.05)

0.11
(0.05)**

0.12
(0.05)**

0.12
(0.05)**

%NAT AM �0.80
(2.3)

�1.34
(2.2)

�1.44
(2.10)

�1.39
(2.17)

BROOKLYN �0.16
(1.5)

�0.31
(1.5)

�0.24
(1.5)

MANHATTAN 1.45
(1.7)

1.61
(1.7)

1.48
(1.8)

QUEENS 1.52
(1.4)

1.25
(1.4)

1.30
(1.5)

STATEN ISLAND 9.95
(1.9)***

9.61
(1.9)***

9.64
(2.0)***

AFDC � BIZDENSE 0.001
(0.001)

0.001
(0.01)

POPDENSE 0.007
(0.002)

CONSTANT �4.73
(5.0)

�7.88
(5.0)*

�8.02
(5.1)

�8.10
(5.1)

N 151 151 151 151

R2 0.33 0.46 0.46 0.46
�R2 0.28 0.40 0.40 0.40

*Sig. at 90% level, **Sig. at 95% level, ***Sig. at 99% level.
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In summary, looking at all the dependant
variables, %MASTERS-ND seems the least
responsive to environmental factors. For
%5YRS-ND and %2YRS-ND, distance from
suburbs, employment composition, and neigh-
borhood congestion are important. Surpris-
ingly, crime rates do not appear to have an
effect for all three variables; poverty and the
transportation use of residents have mixed
effects across regressions.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article has presented a regression anal-
ysis of the distribution of teacher quality
measures in the New York City school system
using a two-stage procedure. First the school-
based effects on teacher quality are measured,
holding constant the neighborhood effects.
Next, the measured neighborhood effects are
used as a dependent variable to measure those

TABLE 8

The Dependent Variable is the estimated Neighborhood Effect from Section IV.
Estimates obtained using weighted least squares; weights were the inverse of the square

of the standard errors of the dependent variable. Standard errors are below estimates.

Dep. Var: %2YRS-ND

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4)

AFDC 0.002
(0.002)

�0.0001
(0.002)

�0.001
(0.002)

�0.001
(0.002)

BIZDENSE �2.43
(0.06)***

�1.99
(0.06)***

�3.55
(0.08)***

�3.40
(0.08)***

DISTANCE 4.76
(15.7)

29.00
(16.2)*

28.36
(15.86)*

28.47
(15.87)*

VCRIMES �0.003
(0.02)

0.009
(0.02)

0.009
(0.02)

0.007
(0.02)

%WHITE COLL 0.113
(0.12)

0.264
(0.12)**

0.346
(0.12)***

0.314
(0.124)**

%PUBTRANS �0.087
(0.07)

�0.119
(0.07)*

�0.136
(0.07)*

�0.096
(0.08)

%BLACK 0.007
(0.03)

0.045
(0.03)

0.053
(0.03)*

0.048
(0.03)

%HISP �0.057
(0.07)

0.072
(0.07)

0.068
(0.07)

0.060
(0.067)

%ASIAN 0.164
(0.07)**

0.24
(0.07)***

0.268
(0.07)***

0.268
(0.07)***

%NAT AM 0.782
(3.0)

0.940
(2.8)

0.700
(2.8)

0.520
(2.8)

BROOKLYN 7.11
(1.9)***

6.66
(1.9)***

6.32
(1.9)***

MANHATTAN 1.32
(2.2)

1.81
(2.2)

2.43
(2.3)

QUEENS �0.51
(1.9)

�1.35
(1.8)

�1.58
(1.9)

STATEN ISLAND 2.01
(2.5)

0.994
(2.5)

0.856
(2.5)

AFDC � BIZDENSE 0.003
(0.001)***

0.004
(0.001)***

POPDENSE �0.03
(0.03)

CONSTANT 1.00
(6.4)

�11.12
(6.7)*

�11.57
(6.5)*

�11.22
(6.5)*

N 151 151 151 151

R2 0.24 0.35 0.38 0.39
�R2 0.18 0.28 0.32 0.32

*Sig. at 90% level, **Sig. at 95% level, ***Sig. at 99% level.
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factors, at the zip code level, that determine
the distribution of teachers across the city.

The results show thatboth school andneigh-
borhood characteristics are significant deter-
minants of the level of teacher quality in a
school. In particular, higher quality teachers
are attracted to schoolswithhigher attendance,
higher expenditures, and schools that are
purely elementary schools (grade 5 and lower).
On the other hand, higher quality teachers
avoid schools that have relatively high expen-
ditures on supervisory support and have large
minority student populations. There is some
evidence that higher quality teachers avoid
schools with large male populations and with
many limited English students. In terms of
neighborhood characteristics, regression anal-
ysis shows thedegree towhichbusiness density,
neighborhood socioeconomic composition,
and distance from the center of the city affect
teacher location choices. For example, an
increase of 10 miles from the city center is
associated with a 3–5% increase of teachers
with more than five years’ experience, all else
equal.

When given the choice to relocate, many
teachers move to districts that present better
working environments, better neighborhoods,
and lower commute times. This would suggest
that the fixed salary schedule does not present
the correct incentives to teachers. If the goal of
the system is to reallocate teacher quality such
that the worse schools, all else equal, have at
least the same proportion of higher quality
teachers as compared to the better schools, then
a new compensation system should be put in
place.

Because this article has studied neither the
dynamics of teacher mobility nor location
choicewithin the larger, regional labormarket,
policy recommendations must be made with
caution. In addition, given the current debate
onwhichteacherqualitymeasureshaveasignif-
icant impact on student performance, a policy
designed to redistribute teachers within the
school systemneeds to target themost effective
measures of quality. That said, some potential
policy remedies can include the payment of lo-
cationdifferentials,whichpayahighersalaryto
high-quality teachers willing to work in worse
schools or neighborhoods. Another possible
policy alternative would be for the school sys-
tem to provide housing subsidies for top-notch
teachers to give them the incentive to live near
and remain at a particular school.

Further research in regards to the location
choices of teachers needs to investigate the
dynamics of teacher turnover and transfers
not only within New York City but within
the New York metropolitan area. In addition,
more work needs to be done on the general
equilibrium effects that look at both the sup-
ply and demand factors that determine quality
measures across the region.
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